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ŽIn this paper, under assumptions that the linear nominal continuous-time or
.discrete-time singular system is regular, impulse-free, and asymptotically stable, an
asymmetric sufficient condition is proposed to preserve the assumed properties
Ž .when the structured elemental parameter uncertainties are added into the
nominal singular system. The corresponding stable region in the parameter space
that is obtained by using the proposed asymmetric sufficient condition is not
necessarily symmetric with respect to the origin of the parameter space. An
illustrated example, in which the signs and ranges of the parameters are known
although their values are uncertain, is given to show that the proposed sufficient
condition may yield less conservative results than the existing ones reported
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the stability robustness problem of linear singular
systems has attracted much attention in the literature 3, 4, 68, 10, 11, 15,
16 . Terms for such a system include descriptor system, implicit system,
   semistate system, and generalized state-space system 14 . Dai 7, 8 adopted
a quantitative approach to find the allowed norm-bounded uncertain
regions for the structural stability of linear continuous-time singular sys-
   tems. Lin et al. 15 and Qiu and Davison 16 dealt with the stability
robustness problem of linear continuous-time singular systems with norm-
bounded parameter uncertainties. The norm-bounded parameter uncer-
tainty case amounts to the radius of a sphere in the parameter space and
thus can be categorized as an unstructured uncertainty case. Chen et al.
         3 , Chen 4 , Chou and Liao 6 , Fang 10 , and Fang and Chang 11
Žstudied the robust stability problem of linear continuous-time or discrete-
. Ž .time singular systems with structured elemental parameter uncertainties.
Ž .It is well known that results that consider the structured elemental
parameter uncertainties will be less conservative than those results that do
 not consider these uncertainties 5 . Thus this paper considers the struc-
Ž .tured elemental parameter uncertainty case. On the other hand, in
practical control problems, the system parameters are typically associated
with physical entities. It is reasonable to assume that the signs and ranges
 of many parameters are known, although their values are uncertain 12 . If
the signs and ranges of the uncertain parameters are known then it is
possible to further reduce the conservatism of the robust stability criteria.
Those previous proposed sufficient criteria on robust stability for the
 linear singular state-space model 3, 4, 6, 10, 11 that ignore the signs are
restricted to bounds on the absolute values of the uncertain parameters;
that is, the corresponding stable region in the parameter space is always
symmetric with respect to the origin. This may introduce conservatism in
the results, and we show later in this paper that such results can sometimes
be conservative indeed.
The main purpose of this paper is to propose an asymmetric sufficient
condition on robust stability for linear continuous-time and discrete-time
Ž .singular systems with structured elemental parameter uncertainties. The
corresponding stable region in the parameter space obtained by using the
proposed asymmetric sufficient condition is not necessarily symmetric with
respect to the origin of parameter space. We present the main results,
along with an example, in Section 2. Sometimes we must deal with the
Ž .systems simultaneously with both structured elemental and unstructured
Ž .norm-bounded parameter uncertainties. In Section 3 we extend the
results given in Section 2 to study the robust stability problem of linear
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singular systems with both structured and unstructured parameter uncer-
tainties. Finally, in Section 4 we offer some conclusions.
2. STABILITY ROBUSTNESS
Consider a linear continuous-time uncertain singular system described
by
Ex t  Ax t   Ax t , Ex 0  Ex , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ 0
or a linear discrete-time uncertain singular system described by
Ex k 1  Ax k   Ax k , Ex 0  Ex , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
nn nn Ž . Ž .where E R , A R , x t , and x k are the n 1 state vectors,
and  A denotes an n n time-invariant structured parameter uncertain
Ž .matrix. Here the matrix E may be a singular matrix with rank E  n. In
many applications, the matrix E is a structure information matrix rather
than a parameter matrix; that is, the elements of E contain only structure
information regarding the problem considered. In many interesting prob-
lems, we have only a small number of uncertain parameters, but these
uncertain parameters may enter into many entries of the system matrix. In
 particular, the uncertain matrix  A may be of the form 18
m
 A k H , 3Ž .Ý i i
i1
Ž . Žin which H i 1, 2, . . . , m are given constant matrices and k ii i
.1, 2, . . . , m are uncertain parameters.
Ž .In this paper, we assume the nominal system E, A to be regular,
impulse-free, and asymptotically stable. Because of inevitable uncertain-
Ž .ties, the nominal system E, A is perturbed into the uncertain system
Ž .E, A  A . Our problem is to determine the condition such that the
Ž .uncertain system E, A  A is still regular, impulse-free, and asymptoti-
cally stable.
Before we analyze the stability robustness of the uncertain singular
Ž .system E, A  A , we introduce the following definition and lemmas.
  Ž .DEFINITION 8, 10, 14 . The system E, A is termed regular and
Ž . Ž .impulse-free if det E	 A is not identically 0 and if rank E  degree
Ž .of det E	 A , where  denotes the Laplace-transform variable s for the
continuous-time system or the Z-transform variable z for the discrete-time
system.
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  Ž .LEMMA 1 1, 8, 10, 14, 17 . The system E, A is regular and impulse-free
Ž .	1if and only if E	 A is proper.
Ž . ŽLEMMA 2. The system E, A is asymptotically stable i.e., all of the finite
Ž .eigenalues of the system E, A lie within the open left-half complex plane for
the continuous-time system, or the inside-unit circle disc for the discrete-time
. Ž .system , then det qE	 A  0, for qQ, where Q denotes the imaginary
axis for the continuous-time system or the unit circle for the discrete-time
system.
Ž .Proof. If the E, A is asymptotically stable, this implies that all of
Ž .the finite eigenvalues of the system E, A will never touch or be on the
imaginary axis for continuous-time system or in the unit circle for the
discrete-time system. So we have the stated results. Q.E.D.
Ž .LEMMA 3. The uncertain singular system E, A  A is asymptotically
Ž .stable if the nominal system E, A is regular, impulse-free, and asymptoti-
Ž Ž ..	1cally stable, if E	 A  is proper, and if
 det qE	 A   0 for qQ and  0, 1 ,Ž .Ž .
where Q denotes the imaginary axis for the continuous-time system or the unit
Ž .circle for the discrete-time system, A   A  A is defined as a matrix of
  Ž . Ž .real functions continuous in  for all  in 0, 1 , and A  satisfies A 0  A
Ž .and A 1  A  A.
 Proof. This lemma can be directly obtained from Lemma 2 and 13 .
Q.E.D.
  Ž .LEMMA 4 9 . The matrix measures of the matrices W and V,  W and
Ž . V , are well defined for any norm and hae the following properties:
Ž . Ž .i  I 1 for the identity matrix I.
Ž .   Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .  ii 	 W 	 	W Re  W   W  W , for any norm
  nn and any matrix W C .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . nniii  W V   W   V , for any two matrices W, V C .
Ž . Ž . Ž . nniv  W   W , for any matrix W C and any nonnegatie
real number  .
Ž . Ž Ž ..Here,  W denotes any eigenalue of W, and Re  W denotes the real
Ž .part of  W .
Ž . Ž .REMARK 1. From property iv of Lemma 4, we can get that  W 
Ž . nn	 	W for any  0 and any matrix W C .
  Ž .LEMMA 5 2 . Let G  be a square rational matrix that is decomposed
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .uniquely as G  G  G  , where G  is a strictly propers p p s p
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Ž . 	1Ž .rational matrix and G  is a polynomial matrix. Then G  is proper ifp
	1Ž .and only if G  exists and is proper.p
With the preceding lemmas, we can now analyze the stability robustness
Ž .of the uncertain singular systems E, A  A . For the uncertain singular
Ž . Ž .system E, A  A , we assume that the nominal system E, A is regu-
lar, impulse-free, and asymptotically stable, then, from Lemma 1, we can
Ž .	1 Ž .	1see that E	 A is a proper rational matrix. Because E	 A is a
 proper rational matrix, it can be uniquely decomposed as 10, 11
	1
E	 A G   J , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .s p
Ž . Ž .	1where G  is a strictly proper matrix part of E	 A and J is as p
constant matrix part.
In what follows, we present a new sufficient criterion for ensuring that
Ž .the uncertain singular system E, A  A remains regular, impulse-free,
and asymptotically stable.
Ž .THEOREM. Assume that the nominal singular system E, A is regular,
Žimpulse-free, and asymptotically stable. The uncertain singular system E, A
.  A is still regular, impulse-free, and asymptotically stable if the following
inequalities are simultaneously satisfied:
m





  1, 5bŽ .Ý i i
i1
where
 JH for k 
 0Ž .i i
	  andi ½	 	JH for k  0Ž .i i
	1sup qE	 A H for k 
 0Ž .Ž .i i
q
 i 	1	 sup 	 qE	 A H for k  0,Ž .Ž .i i
q
in which qQ and Q denotes the imaginary axis for the continuous-time
system or the unit circle for the discrete-time system.
Ž Ž ..	1 Ž .	1Proof. First, we show that E	 A   E	 A	  A for
  Ž . 0, 1 is proper. Because the nominal system E, A is regular and
Ž .	1impulse-free, then from Lemma 1, we have that E	 A is proper.
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Ž . Ž .	1Using Eq. 4 , we can express E	 A	  A as
	1
E	 A	  AŽ .
	1	1 	1 I	  E	 A  A E	 AŽ . Ž .Ž .
	1 	1   I	 G   A	  J A E	 A for  0, 1 . 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s p
Ž . ŽBy Lemma 5, the nonsingularity of I	  J A implies that I	  J A
Ž . .	1 Ž .	1	 G   A is proper or, equivalently, E	 A	  A iss p
proper.
Ž .Using the properties in Lemma 4 and Remark 1, and from Eqs. 3 and
Ž .5a we can obtain
m m
Re  J A   J A   k JH   k JHŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ýi i i iž /
i1 i1
m
 k 	  1. 7Ž .Ý i i
i1
Ž Ž ..   Ž .Thus we have Re  J A  1 , for  0, 1 . This implies that  J A
  Ž . 1 for  0, 1 . That is, if the inequality 5a is satisfied, then
Ž . Ž .I	  J A is nonsingular. Therefore, the inequality 5a ensures that
Ž Ž ..	1 Ž .	1  E	 A   E	 A	  A for  0, 1 is proper; that is, the
Ž .uncertain singular system E, A  A is regular and impulse-free. Next,
Ž .we show that the uncertain singular system E, A  A is asymptotically
Ž .stable. Because the nominal system E, A is asymptotically stable, then
from Lemma 2 we have
det qE	 A  0 for qQ. 8Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .From Eqs. 3 and 5b , and using the properties in Lemma 4 and
Remark 1, we can get
	1Re  qE	 A  AŽ .Ž .ž /
m
	1 	1  qE	 A  A   k qE	 A HŽ . Ž .Ž . Ý i iž /
i1
m m
	1  k qE	 A H  k 
  1 for qQ. 9Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
i1 i1
Ž ŽŽ .	1 ..  Thus we have Re  qE	 A  A  1 for qQ and  0, 1 .
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ŽŽ .	1 .  This implies that  qE	 A  A  1 for qQ and  0, 1 ; that
is,
	1  det I	  qE	 A  A  0 for qQ and  0, 1 . 10Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Then, from Eqs. 8 and 10 , we have
det qE	 A   det qE	 A	  AŽ . Ž .Ž .
	1 det qE	 A  det I	  qE	 A  A  0 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 for qQ and  0, 1 . Hence, from the aforementioned results and
Ž .Lemma 3 we can obtain the uncertain singular system E, A  A is
asymptotically stable. Therefore, we have proved that if the inequalities
Ž . Ž . Ž .5a and 5b are satisfied, then the uncertain singular system E, A  A
is regular, impulse-free, and asymptotically stable. Q.E.D.
Ž .REMARK 2. The sufficient condition 5 can be used to find the allow-
able asymmetric bounds of robust stability on uncertain parameters ki
Ž .i 1, 2, . . . , m of a linear uncertain singular system. Alternatively, it can
be used to test the robust stability of a linear uncertain singular system in
which the signs and ranges of the parameters are known but their values
are uncertain.
We give an example for illustration. Consider a linear uncertain singular
system described as
1 0 0 	6 0 	5
x x  x t   Ax t , 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 2 0 0˙
0 0 0 	1 8 0
3    with  A Ý k H , k  	1, 3 , k  	.02, .01 , k 
	.1, andi1 i i 1 2 3
k , k , k  R, where1 2 3
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H  , H  , and H  .1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 01 2 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
   If we apply the sufficient conditions given by Chen et al. 3 , Chen 4 ,
     Chou and Liao 6 , Fang 10 , and Fang and Chang 11 , we cannot reach
any conclusion for guaranteeing the regularity, impulse immunity, and
Ž .robust stability of the uncertain singular system 12 . That is, the sufficient
       conditions of Chen et al. 3 , Chen 4 , Chou and Liao 6 , Fang 10 , and
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 Fang and Chang 11 cannot be applied in this example. If we use the
Ž .sufficient condition 5 proposed in this paper, then we have
3 m
k 	  0 1 and k 
  .9828 1Ý Ýi i i i
i1 i1
   for k  0, 3 , k  0, .01 , and k 
 0;1 2 3
3 m
k 	  .0125 1 and k 
  .9953 1Ý Ýi i i i
i1 i1
     for k  0, 3 , k  0, .01 , and k  	.1, 0 ;1 2 3
3 m
k 	  0 1 and k 
  .9869 1Ý Ýi i i i
i1 i1
   for k  0, 3 , k  	.02, 0 , and k 
 0;1 2 3
3 m
k 	  .0125 1 and k 
  .9994 1Ý Ýi i i i
i1 i1
     for k  0, 3 , k  	.02, 0 , and k  	.1, 0 ;1 2 3
3 m
k 	  0 1 and k 
  .7287 1Ý Ýi i i i
i1 i1
   for k  	1, 0 , k  0, .01 , and k 
 0;1 2 3
3 m
k 	  .0125 1 and k 
  .7412 1Ý Ýi i i i
i1 i1
     for k  	1, 0 , k  0, .01 , and k  	.1, 0 ;1 2 3
3 m
k 	  0 1 and k 
  .7328 1Ý Ýi i i i
i1 i1
   for k  	1, 0 , k  	.02, 0 , and k 
 0;1 2 3
and
3 m
k 	  .0125 1 and k 
  .7453 1Ý Ýi i i i
i1 i1
     for k  	1, 0 , k  	.02, 0 , and k  	.1, 0 .1 2 3
Ž .Thus we can conclude that the uncertain singular system 12 is regular,
impulse-free and asymptotically stable.
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REMARK 3. From the foregoing example, we can see that the proposed
Ž .sufficient condition 5 may obtain less conservative results than those
       given by Chen et al. 3 , Chen 4 , Chou and Liao 6 , Fang 10 , and Fang
  Ž .and Chang 11 . The proposed sufficient condition 5 is less conservative
because it takes the directional information into consideration. This can be
explained by the fact that as a parameter varies in different directions, it
affects system stability in different ways. This can be easily shown using,
for example, the root-locus technique, in which it is well known that for
different signs of the parameter, the root locus is completely different; that
is, the effect of a single parameter k in A on the finite eigenvalues of
Ž .  E, A can be completely different for the same k and opposite sign.
Therefore, any sufficient conditions that ignore the signs may obtain more
conservative results in typical cases.
3. SINGULAR SYSTEMS WITH BOTH STRUCTURED AND
UNSTRUCTURED PARAMETER UNCERTAINTIES
Sometimes we must deal simultaneously with both structured and un-
structured parameter uncertainties. In this section we consider the uncer-
˜Ž .tain singular system E, A  A with both structured and unstructured
parameter uncertainties; that is,
m
˜ A k H  F , 13Ž .Ý i i
i1
where the unstructured uncertain n n matrix F is assumed to be
bounded; that is,
 F   , 14Ž .
where  is a nonnegative real number.
Following the same proof procedure as for the theorem, we can get the
Žfollowing corollary to ensure that the uncertain singular system E, A
.˜ A remains regular, impulse-free, and asymptotically stable.
Ž .COROLLARY. Assume that the nominal singular system E, A is regu-
lar, impulse-free, and asymptotically stable. The uncertain singular system
˜Ž .E, A  A is still regular, impulse-free, and asymptotically stable if the
following inequalities are simultaneously satisfied,
m





   1, 15bŽ .Ý i i
i1
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Ž .	1 where  sup qE	 A , in which Q denotes the imaginary axis forqQ
the continuous-time system or the unit circle for the discrete-time system.
Proof. Using the properties in Lemma 4 and Remark 1, and from Eqs.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .13 , 14 , 15a , and 15b , we can obtain that
m m
˜ ˜  Re  J A   J A   k JH  JF   k JH   JŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ýi i i iž /
i1 i1
m
  k 	   J  1 16Ž .Ý i i
i1
and
	1 	1˜ ˜Re  qE	 A  A   qE	 A  AŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /
m
	1 	1  k qE	 A H  qE	 A FŽ . Ž .Ý i iž /
i1
m




   1. 17Ž .Ý i i
i1
Then, following the same proof procedure as for the theorem, we can get
the stated results. Q.E.D.
REMARK 4. Here we show how the foregoing results can be used to
solve more complicated problems in robust regularity, impulse immunity,
and stability of uncertain singular systems. Consider the following prob-
˜Ž Ž ..lem. Given the uncertain singular system E, A  A r with
m
˜ A r  k r H  F , 18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i
i1
Ž . Ž .where k r i 1, 2, . . . , m are given continuous functions of r R,i
determine the region S such that for r S and  S, the uncertain
˜Ž Ž ..singular system E, A  A r remains regular, impulse-free, and asymp-
totically stable. Note that here the uncertain parameters are functions of
one parameter, r. A similar approach can be taken when the uncertain
parameters depend on more than one parameter; however, we do not
discuss this situation here. It can be easily shown that for the more
Ž˜ . Ž .complicated uncertain matrix  A r in 18 , the proposed corollary still
holds, and the corresponding inequalities are in this case
m m
 k r 	   J  1 and k r 
   1. 19Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
i1 i1
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Ž .The inequalities in 19 serve as starting points in the robustness analysis
˜Ž Ž ..of the uncertain singular system E, A  A r . This approach allows us
to study the effects of both r and  on regularity, impulse immunity, and
˜Ž Ž ..stability of the uncertain singular system E, A  A r . There are two
possible methods for obtaining the region S. One is an analytical method
Ž .by which the bounds for r and  are explicitly derived from 19 . But this
Ž˜ .is not always possible, because of the arbitrariness of the functions  A r
Ž .and k r . The other method is a graphical approach that uses computeri
Ž . Ž . m Ž .software packages e.g., Matlab to easily plot f r,  Ý k r 	 1 i1 i i
  Ž . m Ž . J and f r,  Ý k r 
   as functions of r and  and thus2 i1 i i
Ž .determine the region S, the region that satisfies both f r,   1 and1
Ž .f r,   1.2
4. CONCLUSIONS
Under assumptions that the linear nominal singular system is regular,
impulse-free, and asymptotically stable, we have proposed an asymmetric
sufficient condition to preserve the assumed properties when the struc-
Ž .tured elemental parameter uncertainties are added into the nominal
singular system. The corresponding stable region in the parameter space
that is obtained by using the proposed asymmetric sufficient condition is
not necessarily symmetric with respect to the origin of the parameter
space. An illustrated example, in which the signs and ranges of the
parameters are known although their values are uncertain, has shown that
the proposed sufficient condition may obtain less conservative results than
       those proposed by Chen et al. 3 , Chen 4 , Chou and Liao 6 , Fang 10 ,
 and Fang and Chang 11 . We have also proposed a new sufficient
condition for ensuring that the linear singular system with both structured
and unstructured parameter uncertainties is regular, impulse-free, and
asymptotically stable.
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